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Paragraph 1
Do you know what is tattoo is? Do you there is a job called tattoo maker artist? Do you know

Commented [KS2]: Most people do know.

that tattoos actually is are a a sub-culture? Well, tattoo actually is kind of art, painting on your skin,

Commented [KS3]: Where, in China? The US? Explain.

and tattoos usually have a special point meaning for the person who is getting it., during the painting,

Commented [KS4]: Too many questions in a row. Choose
a different type of hook instead.

Getting a tatoo is very painful, and , after painting is over, you can never erase it. Because of this, So
tattoos represent used to paint someone’s belief or something really important to that person. of
himself/ herself, but there also some people get tattoos for fun. Once a friend told me, “ Do never get
tattoo about your lover, because if somedays you break up with her, it will feel really awkward.”
Some people get tattoo to remember where did they come from. For example, Mc Jin, he is a very
famous rapper in US or China, he lives in US right now, but he has a tattoo of his name in Chinese,
because he was born in China. So do I, if I gonna go abroadoard for to study, I will do the same thing
as he did, because there is an old saying: “East, west, home is the best.” Also, I will get tattoo about
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your body paragraphs. There is too much info here for an
intro. Give a hook, expand on it a just a bit, then transition
to your thesis.

my parents, because parents are the people who love us the most. Finally, I will tattoo my hobby,
HipHop dancing, because dancing is part of my life.

I am not sure if your essay is about what tattoos are and how to get one, or if it’s about the tattoos
you plan to get. If the essay is about both, then introduce yourself into the introduction earlier, so
that we know that the essay will about you and your love of tattoos. Your introduction offers too
much information, and it needs a thesis that summarizes what you will be writing about.

Commented [KS6]: You don’t have a thesis. Put your
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